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Conceptual note 

  
Context 

The economy of the world’s oceans and other water bodies, also known as “Blue Economy” 

(BE) has become a very important part of the global discourse on economic advancement 

and natural resource conservation. The concept of blue economy was first introduced at the 

United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 2012. The 

concept seeks to improve human wellbeing through economic growth, social inclusion and 

the enhancement of livelihoods whilst improving environmental sustainability of the oceans 

and coastal areas1.  

Even though the concept of BE is becoming clearer to many countries, with advanced 

countries adapting quickly to its tenets, developing countries are just beginning to seek entry 

points for its practical application and therefore imbibing the concept at a slower pace. In 

particular, African countries are among the slow-paced adopters of the Blue Economy 

concept to its full spectrum as sustainable blue growth in Africa currently appears 

unattainable2. The situation becomes even more uncertain in the face of the unprecedented 

challenges posed by the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and its socio-economic 

implications on the BE sectors across the globe. 

With 70%t of the countries on the continent having territorial coastlines and vast areas of 

exclusive economic zones (EEZs), Africa stands among the most endowed continents of the 

world with ocean resources that are still largely untapped for economic development3.The 

total length of Africa’s coastline is some 30,500 km, making the African maritime domain 

extremely important for commercial, environmental, developmental and security reasons. 
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There are 38 coastal countries and 06 islands of Africa whose maritime industry is estimated 

to be worth US$ 1 trillion per year.4  . More than 90 %t of Africa’s imports and exports are 

conducted by sea and some of the most strategic gateways for international trade are in 

Africa, underscoring the geopolitical importance of the region. Maritime zones under Africa’s 

jurisdiction total about 13 million square kilometres including territorial seas and 

approximately 6.5 million square kilometres of the continental shelf5. 

The Blue Economy in the African context encompasses the aquatic environment covering 

inland and marine spaces. These include the oceans, seas, coasts, lakes, rivers, and 

underground water bordering the continent. It encompasses a range of productive sectors, 

including fisheries, aquaculture, tourism, transport, shipbuilding, energy, bio prospecting, 

and underwater mining and related activities6 

Although Africa is noted to have massive potential for a vibrant Blue Economy, sustainable 

exploration of Africa’s seas is impeded by inadequate knowledge and technological capacity, 

combined with limited investment in the BE sectors. 

 The fisheries subsector of Africa’s BE is deemed one of the most important as it has 

produced some of the most successful BE actions thus far by providing nutrition and 

livelihoods, which translates into economic gains. Fisheries and aquaculture provide food 

and employs about 820 million people globally with majority of them coming from 

developing countries (including sub-Sahara Africa). Approximately 200 million people in 

Africa derive high-quality and low-cost proteins from fish.7 In 2011, fisheries and 

aquaculture have directly contributed about $24 billion to the African economy, 

representing 1.3% of the total African GDP. The sector provides employment to over 12 

million people (58% in the fishing and 42% in the processing sector). Fish constituted 17% of 

the total animal protein and 7% of all proteins consumed worldwide in 2017 and the rate of 

fish consumption has increased to 3.1% from 1961-2017. The per capita consumption of fish 

for sub-Sahara Africa stands at 8.9 kg, with that for some countries well above the global 

average of 18.9 kg including Ghana (25 kg) and Gambia (28.3 kg) among others. Along with 

aquaculture, the fisheries sector employs around 820 million people worldwide, the majority 

of whom come from developing countries (including sub-Saharan Africa).  

 

According to the World Bank and the United Nations, the fishing sector goes beyond the 

simple extraction of living marine resources; it encompasses fish production, processing, 

manufacture of nets and gear, production and supply. of ice cream, boat building and 
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maintenance, manufacture of fish processing equipment, packaging, marketing and 

distribution. 

However, the fisheries resources and their supporting environments have been under 

immense pressure from fishing activities and other anthropogenic and natural stressors. 

Marine and coastal environments continuously suffer from pollution, coastal development 

and climate change. Overcapacity as well as illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing (IUU) 

and destructive fishing methods are quite rampant in the territorial waters of coastal states 

of the continent. The fisheries sector in most African countries is over capacitated due to the 

introduction of harmful subsidies on fishing inputs by governments. As a result, it is expected 

that Africa’s per capita fish intake will reduce from 10 kg in 2018 to 9.8 kg in 2030. Likewise, 

if corrective measures are not taken quickly and at the current rate, several fisheries are 

doomed to collapse sooner or later.  

The blue economy offers the Continent an opportunity for 

the alleviation of pressures through the development of sustainable fishing. 

The Continent is still only in the early stages of development of its blue 
economy. It still has vast untapped potential - tourism, transport, shipbuilding, 
energy, bio prospecting and undersea mining - but fishing remains an extremely 
important sector that could serve as an entry point for the further development of 
other activities of the blue economy. The adoption of ecosystem management tools 
in particular, marine spatial planning and the effective implementation of marine 
spatial plans will foster a strong blue economy on the African continent.    

There is the need for a deliberate and consistent action for the Blue Economy interventions 

in the fisheries sector of Africa to provide more jobs, ensure food security and protect the 

oceans for the future generations. These actions will have to draw on continent-wide and 

global policy frameworks such as the AU’s 2050 African Integrated Maritime Strategy (AU 

2050 AIMS) and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The Blue 

Economy Policy Handbook for Africa provides a good entry point for sustainable fisheries in 

the context of Blue Economy in Africa in line with the African Union’s Agenda 2063 and the 

United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

In contributing to these efforts for the development of the fisheries sector of the 

continent, as part of a sustainable blue economy, comes the organization of this Conference 

organized by the ATLAFCO in collaboration with the Center for Coastal Management (CCM) -

 Africa Center of Excellence in Coastal psychological resilience ( ACECoR ), University of Cape 

Coast. 

Under the title of ' ' The full potential of the fisheries sector and the promise of a 

sustainable blue economy ‘‘, this meeting lasting over 3 days is bringing 

together the representatives of 22 Member States of the ATLAFCO, regional fisheries 



organizations and other partners, to deliberate on the prospects of development of a blue 

economy and define trajectories to develop the fisheries sector of the region in a sustainable 

manner in the region. 

  
Goals : 

- Main objective:           
The development of the fishing sector as part of the sustainable blue economy 
in the region 
  

- Specific objectives :           

 Place and role of fishing in the blue economy of the African Atlantic 
coast countries; 

  Awareness-raising on the promotion of the sustainable blue economy 
with particular emphasis on the fishing sector; 

 Identification of the challenges and opportunities linked to the 
sustainable exploitation of the potential of fishing within the framework 
of the blue economy in the Region; 

 Improvement of maritime governance through the concepts of 
conservation and sustainable use of fishery resources and the 
management of conflicts with other components of the blue economy; 

 Identification of institutional coordination mechanisms to harmonize 
fishing activities with other areas of the blue economy; 

 Highlighting of best practices in fisheries development and its 
participation in the blue economy 

  
Expected results:  

At the end of the Conference, the following results should be achieved:  

- The participants will have understood the concept of the blue economy, its 
legal and institutional frameworks and the perspectives and challenges 
linked to its development;             

- Appropriation by the participants of the sequences and stages of the 
process of developing a blue economy policy;              

- Constraints and opportunities for the development of activities based 
on upstream and downstream of e the fisheries value chain in the 
region, will be identified and discussed.                   

- The opportunities for harmonization of sectors of the blue economy, 
institutional operations and the international 
instruments to r have explored;                 

- Some tracks to domesticate international instruments on the development 
of fishing strategies sustainable in the context of a blue economy will 
be identified and proposed for their application.                      



Conduct of the Conference 

The conference will take place over 3 days. It will successively address: 
- Awareness of the blue economy, particularly in the field of fishing; 
- Reminder of the main African initiatives related to the development of a blue 
economy; 
- Best practices in fisheries development and its participation in the blue 
economy at industrial and artisanal scales; 
- Introduction to the establishment of institutional, political and legal 
coordination mechanisms to harmonize fishing activities with other areas of 
the blue economy. 

Participants will also be engaged in a role play, where they will be responsible for 
presenting their national fisheries development strategies to Heads of State at an AU 
meeting. 

 
  

 


